ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, automated traffic surveillance using electronic devices has become a main stream in the development of Intelligent Transportation System(lTS)[ 1-51. Among different types of ITS-related applications, the tracking of moving vehicles plays an important role. In addition to detecting some events such as speeding or illegal lane change. some additional traffic parameters such as traffic flow or average vehicle speed can also be derived. Since the development of an ITS-based city is an important step towards modernization, many research institutes and private sectors have devoted great effort to explore related problems in the past decade. In [I] , Coifman et al: proposed a feature-based method for detecting and tracking moving vehicles in real time. Instead of tracking an entire vehicle. they chose to track some features that were less sensitive to the problem caused by partial occlusion. Their method is valid during both the daytime and at night. However, the time complexity of their method is high. In [2]. Masound Tseng et al. applied the snake model to extract the contours of vehicles and then used these contours as the bases to track vehicles. However, the features used by them belonged to low-level features and these features were very sensitive to occlusion. noise and ambient lighting conditions.
In this paper, we propose a new vision-based system that can perform real-time vehicle detection and tracking.
In the detection phase, we,use entropy-based features to check the existence of vehicles. Then, we use the flux theory which is commonly used in fluid mechanics to perform the tracking .task. From the experimental results. we have demonstrated the efficiency as well as the effectiveness of the proposed system.
ZUNDERLYING THEORIES

Entropy
Entropy is a macro parameter that is commonly adopted to describe the degree o f disorder of a system. In this.paper. we shall use the concept of entropy to judge the existence of a vehicle. In thermodynamics. the entropy of a system is usually defined as follows (81:
S=klnn.
(1)
where Q is the probability of thermodynamics. k and S.
respectively. represent a constant and the entropy. When the internal energy o f a system is increased. its corresponding entropy is increased as well. Usually. stability in a system will be reached when the constituent molecules within the system are uniformly distributed. Under these circumstances. the value of entropy reaches ifs maximum. Shannon's entropy, which is commonly used in signallimage processing, is based on the concept " that tho gain in information from an event is inversely proponional to the probability of occurrence, p , Therefore, Shannon's entropy can be defined as follows VI:
It is assumed that the probability distribution is of the Shannon type. i.e., f p , = I . Under this assumption, the probability of every component must be greater than zero. Since the corresponding information gain cannot be defined when a probability approaches zero, we adopt the exponential entropy defined by Pal and Pal [7] as our enuopy measurement tool. In their approach, the gain information is defined as 1 . 1
Furthermore, the gain information that can be derived from an cvent is inversely proportional to its probability of occurrence. pp Under these circumstances, the exponential entropy can be defined as the expected value '. ofthe gain function. i.e.,
,.,
Flux Theory
In fluid mechanics, the net flux J occurred in a fluid can be derived by calculating the so-called concentration gradient as follows [6] :
where n is the'concentration of something (here means a fluid) under monitoring and D is a diffusion constant. If one takes the divergence on both sides of the above equation, then we have Since we will apply the above theory to the problem of vehicle tracking, Eq.(9) can be rewritten as a simplified 2D form as follows:
In order to convert a vehicle tracking problem into the format that can be characterized by the above mentioned theory. we have to figure out what the meaning of n is. In this paper. we use a bounding rectangle to track a vehicle.
The concentration n here means the number of active pixels (the pixels occupied by pan of a vehicle) divided by the total number of pixels covered in the bounding rectangle. In the vehicle tracking process, Eq.(lO) will be split into two independent directions, that i s , Based on Eqs.(lI) and (12), the moving direction of a vehicle can be easily estimated. We shall explain how it works in Section 3.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In a typical traffic surveillance system, the camera is mounted on the high place at the side of a road. In order to extract useful trafiic parameters, in the first step we use the interframe differencing technique to derive the difference between the current and the previous image, and then binarize it to obtain a foreground object map as indicated in Fig. 1 . Then, we divide the subsequent tracking process into two steps. They are vehicle detection and vehicle tracking. The details of these two steps will he elaborated in the following. 
The detection of a vehicle
In order to correctly detect a inoving vehicle. we preset two detection zones on the same lane and make the distance between these two zones D i (will be explained in deteail later). When a vehicle passes through a detection zone, the variation of its corresponding exponential entropy value with respect to the frame number using a short traffic surveillance video clip as a test sample is shown in Fig. 2 . The horizontal axis of Fig. 2 indicates the frame number. and the vertical axis represents the corresponding exponential entropy value. In order to verify whether the detected exponential entropy is actually contributed by a vehicle, we can check the variation of exponential entropy within one of the detection zones over a period of time. Usually. we partition a detection zone into n blocks. If there is nothing within this detection zone, then the corresponding exponential entropy will be zero. On the other hand. if a vehicle moves into this detection zone and starts to occupy one block, then the exponential cntropy.iumps from 0 to 1 immediately. When a vehicle covers the whole detection zone. its corresponding exponegtial entropy becomes "e," i.e.. 2.718. The whole procesi mentioned above can be characterized by using a mathematical model. Modeling the above mentioned event is not a trivial task because the curve that can be used to characterize the change of exponential entropy has two discontinuities. These two discontinuities correspond L a the exponential entropies detected at the instants when a vehicle is entering and leaving a detection zone, respectively. Let f be a variable that represents the frame number, and let HO) be the exponential entropy value at the instant of' frame f Assume that it takes. 2 T frames in total for a vehicle to pass through a detection zone. If the vehicle proceeds at a constant speed, then after T frames since its entering the detection zone, the corresponding exponential entropy will reach the maximum value, H,,* In the previous discussion, we showed that the value of H . , is about2.718. Let the frame corresponding to the highest entropy value befh we can define the following function and use Fig. 3 to characterize the above mentioned event:
.
T
The physical meaning of Eq. (13) can' be analyzed with the help of Fig.3 . Apparently, the value of H@ is regulated by GO). Iff is outside the 2T duration (i.e.. nat in the detection zone), then its corresponding GO value will be l e s than 1, and HO) will be regulated to 0. This situation is equivalent to the case when a vehicle is outside the detection zone. At the moment of framefh-T, a vehicle ,just enters the detection zone. and the corresponding exponential entropy value is I. If a vehicle is detected at an instant between frames fh-T and fh. then .its corresponding exponential entropy value will be larger than I but less than 2.718.
, '
horizontal axis indicates the frame number, and the vertical axis represents the exponential entropy value.
For effectively detecting vehicles. in , the implementation we also make use of a special feature which is associated tightly with a vehicle. The special moving vehicle. Some detected. front edges of several vehicles are labeled by bounding rectangles and shown in Fig. 4 Since the flux analysis can be conducted by two independent directions. based on the flux theory n e have:
We assume the moving distance between two consecutive frames along the x-and y-direction, are as follows: .(,15) . it indicates the speed of a tracked target and this speed is inversely proportional to the frame rate of a camcoder Having the equations shown in Eq.(15). one is able to predict the future location of a tracked vehiclc. The tracking process is divided into two steps. In the first step. one can predict where thr location ofthe hounding box in the y-direction should be. We have mentioned in the pre\,ious section that a front cdge detected from a moving vehicle could be used as an assist fbr tracking a.vehicle. Here. we use the aforementioned entropy property to solve the problem. It is described in the prcvious section that if there are more blocks in the detection zone containing connected components. then its corresponding cxponrntial entropy value \Gill be large. Based on this criterion, we are able to slide a bounding box horizontally and finally decidc on a best matched bounding box. Fig. 6 shows the exponential entropy values corresponding to the cases when the bounding box i s located at three ditlBrcnt horizontal positions. From Fig. 6(a)-(c) . i t i s obvious that when the content o f a target vehicle is aligned better by a bounding box. its Corresponding cxponential value is larger. Based on this criterion. we are ablc lo predict the best position of-a bounding hus in the sequel. 
4,EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment. we used several real video sequences that were provided by thc transportation bureau of Taipei Gowrnment. These video sequcnces were taken by Camcodcr mounted on top ofthe road side. The frame rate used for takinz these video sequences was set I O frameslsec. and the size o l each frame was 320x240. Our system was able to process each frame in the speed of0.l I szcondlframe. 'Therefore. under the I Ofps frame rate. our algorithm was able to deal with the \aideos in real time. Fig.7 (a)-(f) is a typical example showing how our tracking algorithm works. Atier running through the two detection zones (sec Fig. 7(a) ). a inoving vehicle (in the bounding box) was identified as a"potential" car and then tracked. In the subsequent frames ( Fig. 7(h)-(o) , the "tracked vehicle conducted a lane-change action and our tracking algorithm \vas still able to correctly "track" it.
In order for verifying the correctness of our tracking algorithm, we conducted another experiment. In the experiment. we used a rzal traffic video sequence as the test sample. We tried to chcck to see if the front edge of a "tracked" \,chicle was ablc to "align" with the front margin (the bottom segment of a hounding box) of a vehicle bounding box in thc y-axis direction. Fig.8 shows the results obtained i n this esperiment. Thc horizontal axis ofl'ig.8 represents thc liame number and the vertical axis indicates the y-directional distancc from the origin. We used a square dot and a cross to represent the y-directional distance (in pixels) of the fiont margin of a moving bounding box and of the front edge of a moving vehicle. respectively. It is obvious that the two curves are almost aligned together as indicatcd in Fig. 8 . From this result. it is apparenr that the proposed tracking algorithin is effective. 
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a vision-based system for realtime vehicle detection and tracking. The proposed method is able to deal with the problem caused by occlusion and noise. In the detection phase o f the proposed method, we use entropy to check the existence of n vehicle. In the tracking phasc. the flux theory which is commonly adopted in fluid mechanics was used to track moving vehicles. Through an extensive number of real data testings, the experimental results indicated that the proposed system is indeed superb in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
